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Keeping in touch 

Pet peeves in practice

An analysis of most popular way for teenagers to communicate: texting

A ranking of most disliked texing habits according to students 

Yesterday 6:00 PM

Today 3:32 PM

Read 3:50 PM

21

3Spamming

Late responses Being left on read

4 Dry responses

1984

Engineers Friedhelm 
Hillebrand and 

Bernard Ghillbaert 
introduce short 

message service 
(SMS) with a 160 

character limit

1992 Neil Papworth 
sends the first 
ever text from 
his computer to 
Richard Jarvis. 
It says "Merry 
Christmas."

Nokia releases the 
first phone with a 

QWERTY keyboard: 
the Nokia 9000 

Communicator. It 
originally sold for 

$800 in the US.

1998The text
history

A timeline of texting

Japanese artist 
Shigetaka 
Kurita creates 
176 emojis 
with the 
phone carrier, 
DOCOMO.

is
 

1997 2007

The annual 
amount of 
text message 
surpasses 
phone calls. 

Trillions of texts 
are sent a year. 
Researchers 
suggest that six 
billion people will 
be able to text by 
2025.

2021
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66%of students
usually text

22%most often text 
family members 

an
d 12%most often text 

their partners 

their friends while

Calling
8%

6 out of 10
Sources: Statista, The Guardian, The Week

students

have text notifications on

3 out of 10 students only have 

notifications turned on for certain apps

"What's your 
preferred form 
of communication?
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An analysis of most popular way for teenagers to communicate: texting

Facts and figures
Most used apps for texting

63%
Messaging app

24%
Snapchat

6%
Other 7%

Instagram

Panorama surveyed 215 students Nov. 23

A collection of statistics on texting at Ladue

Most used laughing emoji

8%

10%

Other

24%

38%
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Texting

Talking 
in-person

Emailing

43%

3%

46%

174
173

118
95

69
4728

W
hat do you usually text about?

"How many people do you text a day?
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While texting is one of the most popular 
ways for teens to communicate, many 
get anxiety doing so. Scan the QR code 
to get tips on managing texting anxiety.

20%
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40% of students reply to their

39% texts right away

1. Abbreviations

Most popular texting components

2. Emojis

3. Reactions

4. All lowercase

5. Grammar

6. All capitals

fr - for real
otw - on the way
wtw - what's the word
atp - at this point
dw - don't worry
tm - tomorrow

of students reply

within an hour

21% of students take  
   

a few hours to 

more than a day

to respond
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